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Abstract 
In this paper we define a stable shape category based on the category of CW-spectra. 
Then we formulate and prove a Whitehead-type theorem in this category. 
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0. Introduction 
Lima [6] constructed the Tech stable homotopy theory for compacta. This 
construction gives the stable shape theory on the category of metric compacta. 
Dold and Puppe [4] and Henn [5] defined a stable shape category for compacta, 
which is based on the Spanier-Whitehead category and studied a duality in this 
stable shape category. More results on duality and complements were obtained in 
Nowak [12,13] and Mrozik [lo]. 
In this paper we define a stable shape category for arbitrary spaces, which is 
based on the category of CW-spectra and show that the earlier stable shape 
category embeds in our stable shape category. This approach allows us to work on 
cells of CW-spectra. We then formulate and give a proof of a stable shape version 
of a Whitehead-type theorem (see Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). 
In the next section we recall the stable categories and in Section 2 we define our 
stable shape category. In Section 3 we prove a finite-dimensional version of a 
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Whitehead-type theorem for (N-spectra, and in Section 4 we generalize the 
statement in Section 3 over the pro-CW-spectra. In Section 5 we introduce a 
notion of dimension in our stable shape category, and finally in Section 6 we obtain 
a stable shape version of a Whitehead-type theorem. 
For CW-spectra, we refer to Switzer [14, Chapter 81 and Adams [2, Part III], 
and for this shape theory, we refer to MardeU and Segal[9]. All spaces dealt with 
in paper are assumed to be based. 
1. Stable categories 
Let Top denote the category of all spaces and pointed (continuous) maps, and 
let CG, Cpt, CW, and fCW denote the full subcategories of Top consisting of all 
compactly generated spaces, all compacta, all CW complexes, and all finite CW 
complexes, respectively. Let HTop, I-KG, HCpt, HCW and HfCW denote the 
homotopy categories of the corresponding categories. If ‘8 is a category, then 
Ob 53 denotes the set of objects and for objects X and Y of B, ‘8(X, Y) denotes 
the set of all morphisms from X to Y in @. 
The Spanier- Whitehead category HCG, is defined by ObHCG, = ObCG 
and for any two compactly generated spaces X and Y, HCG,(X, Y) = 
{X, Y}(= colim,[SkX, SkYI), where SkX= Sk AX for k a 0 and S’X= SX. Then 
HCpt,, HCW,, Hfcw,, denote the full subcategories of HCG, whose objects are 
all compacta, all CW complexes, all finite CW complexes, respectively. 
The category of CW-spectra CWspec is the category whose objects are all 
CW-spectra and whose morphisms are all maps of (N-spectra. Let few,,, denote 
the full subcategory of CWspec whose objects are all finite (N-spectra. The 
suspension spectrum E(X) of a space X is the spectrum defined by 
and if X is a CW complex, E(X) is called the suspension CW-spectrum. Let CW&, 
denote the full subcategory of C&r_ whose objects are all suspension CW-spectra. 
Let HCW,,, denote the homotopy category of CWspec. That is, ObHCW,,,, is the 
set of all (N-spectra, and for any two CW-spectra E and F, HCW~+,,,(E, F) is the 
set of homotopy classes [E, F]. Let HCW$, denote the full subcategory of 
HCW,,, whose objects are the suspension CW-spectra. 
There is functor F, : HCW + HCVV~. defined by X ++X for each XE ObHCW 
and[f]-,(f}foreach[f]~[X,Y]where{f}~colimk[SkX,SkY]istheelement 
represented by [f ] E [X, Y]. Also, there is a functor Fspec : HCW --) HCW,,, de- 
fined by X H E(X) for each CW complex X and [f I - [ E( f )I for each [f ] E 
[X, Y] where E(f ): E(X) + E(Y) is the map defined as 
S"f : S”X+ S”Y, 
(E(f)L= (*: * ~ * 
n > 0, 
7 n <O. 
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For each [f] E [X, Y], we write E([f]) for the unique class [E(f)]. Moreover, 
there is an embedding of a category R : Hfcw, + HCW,,,, defined by Xc) E(X) 
for each finite CW complex X and 
if an element f E {X, Y} is represented by a map fk : SkX+ Sky. Then we have 
the commutativity of functors R 0 F, I HfCW = Fspec I HfCW. 
2. Generalized stable shape categories 
The stable shape category based on the Spanier-Whitehead category which is 
defined by Dold and Puppe [4] and Henn [5] is essentially the abstract shape 
theory (in the sense of MardeSiC and Segal [9, I, 021) for the pair of categories 
(HCpt,, Hfcw,,) as shown in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. HfCWw i.s a dense subcategory of HCpt,. 
Proof. Let X be a compactum. Then there exists an HCW-expansion p = (p,): X 
+X=(X*, PAAf:, A) of X with each X* being a finite polyhedron. Then S(p) = 
(Sp*): sx+ sx= (SX,, Sp**,, A) is an HPol-expansion of SX (see Ungar [15, 
Theorem 1.31). On the other hand p induces a morphism 7 = (j?,): X+x = 
(X*, p**r\‘, A) in pro-HCpt,, where jj* = F,(p*) and ji**! = F,(p*,). We claim 
that this is an HCW,,-expansion of X. First note that each X* is a finite CW 
complex. Let h : X --) P be a stable map (an S-map) to any CW complex, and let h 
be represented by an H-map h, : SkX+ SkP. Then since SkP is a CW complex, by 
Ungar’s result, there exist A EA and an H-map gk : SkX* + SkP such that 
h, = gk(Skp*). Let g : X* + P be the S-map represented by gk. Then h = a* in 
HCG,,. Moreover, let g, h : X* + P be two S-maps to any CW complex such that 
a* = hp* in HCG,. Then there exists k 2 0 such that gk(Skp*) = hk(Skp*) where 
g, : SkX* + SkP and h, : S”X* + SkP are H-maps representing g and h, respec- 
tively. Again by Ungar’s result, there &StS h’ 2 h such that gk(skp*,) = hk(Skp**,>. 
Thus @**t = hj5**, in HCW, as required. Hence this proves our claim and com- 
pletes the proof. 0. 
We denote by Sh, the abstract shape category for the pair (HCpt,, HEW,,) 
and call it the stable shape category (or Spanier-Whitehead stable shape category or 
SW-shape category ) for compacta. 
Now we wish to define a generalized shape theory for the suspension spectra 
E(X) of any space X, using the suspension CW-spectra. Here we should note 
there is no map defined between spectra unless the domain is a CW-spectrum. 
Thus such a shape theory will not be an abstract shape theory for a pair of 
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categories in the sense of MardeSiC and Segal but an “extension” of the homotopy 
theory on the category HCW,,,,. 
Let p = (pJ: X+X=(X*, PAA’, A) be an HCW-expansion of a space X, and 
let E(X) = (E(X,), E(p,,), A) be the inverse system in HCWspec induced from 
the inverse system X in HCW by the functor F&. A morphism e : E(X) + E = 
(E,, eaaf7 A) in pro-HCW,,,, is said to be a generalized expansion of X in HCWspec 
provided the following universal property is satisfied: 
NJ> if f: E(X)+F is a morphism in pro-HCW,,,, then there exists a unique 
morphism g : E + F in pro-HCW,,, such that f= ge. 
E _____g____+ F 
One should note here that the definition of a generalized expansion does not 
depend on the choice of the HCW-expansion p = (p,): X-+X= (X,, pAAl, A). 
Also note that for any two generalized expansions e : E(X) + E and e’ : E(X) + E’ 
in HCW,,,, there exists a unique isomorphism i : E + E’ in pro-HCW,,, (which we 
call the natural isomorphism) such that ie = e’. It is easy to see that the identity 
induced morphism E(X) -+ E(X) is a generalized expansion of X in HCWspec. 
The following theorem gives a characterization of generalized expansions in 
HCW,,, - 
Theorem 2.2. Let e : E(X) + E = (E,, eaal, A) be a morphism in pro-HCW,,,, 
which is represented by a morphism (e,, 40) of inverse systems where p = (p,) : X+X 
= (X,, PAX, A) is an HCW-expansion of any space X. Then e is a generalized 
expansion in HCWJpec if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(GEl) Every morphism h : E(X,) + F in HCW_ admits a EA and a morphism 
g, : E, + F in HCW,,,, such that hE(p,,) = gneaE(plpCojAt) for some A’ > A, p(a). 
(GE21 If g,, h,: E, + F are two morphisms in HCWspec such that gaeaE(plpCajh) 
= h,elaE(P,clz,A ) for some h > q(a), then there exists a’ > a such that glleOPl = hoe,,,. 
Proof. Suppose e is a generalized expansion, and let h : E(X,) -+ F be a morphism 
in HCWspec. Then h represents a morphism h : E(X) + (F) in pro-HCWspec, and 
there exists a morphism g : E + (F) in pro-HCW,,,, such that h = ge. If g is 
represented by a morphism g, : E, + F in HCWspec, then h =ge implies the 
assertion in (GElI. For (GE21, let g,, h, : E, + F be as in the hypothesis. Let g,, 
h, represent morphisms in pro-HCWspec, g, h : E + (F), respectively. Then ge = he, 
By the uniqueness in the definition of a generalized expansion, g = h, which 
implies gaeao, = h,e,,, for some a’ > a. 
Conversely, assume that the assertions in (GE11 and (GE2) hold. Let e be 
represented by (ear cp), and let f : E(X) + F = (Fb, fbb,, B) be a morphism in 
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pro-HCW,,,,  which is represented by (fb, $). Then by (GE11 for each b E B there 
exist n(b) E A and a morphism g, : E?(b) + Fb such that 
fbE(P$(h)h) =g6e,(b)E(P&ll(b))h) for some A a $(b), 77(b). (1) 
We claim that (gb, 17) defines a morphism g : E -+ F in pro-HCWspec such that 
f = ge. Indeed, let b Q b’ in B. Then 
f&( ~~~~~~~~ = gbJe,(,+( ~~~~~~~~~~~~ for Some A z Jl(b’) 7 db’). (2) 
Choose a EA such that a > v(b), $b’), and then take A” z A, A’, cp(a> in A such 
that the following three equalities hold: 
fbb’fb’E( P@(b’)h”) = fbE( JQ(b)X!) 3 (3) 
e ~(b~)aeJ( P&l)A”) = e?J(b$( Prp(r)(b’))X) 7 (4) 
e?j(b),e,E( P,ca,r) = e,c,,E( P++J(b))A”) * (5) 
Then (21, (3) and (1) imply 
fbldw?@‘) EC Pp(ll(b’))xd = ftJ( PJl(b)d . (6) 
On the other hand (4) and (5) imply 
f g bb’ brev(b’)aeaE( p,@& =fbb’gbreq(b’) E( pg(~(b’))h”) (7) 
and 
gbev(b)aeaE( p,(a,X’) = gbe,(bjE( Plp(T(b))A” ). (8) 
Then (6), (71, (8) and (GE21 imply 
fbbrgbreqcbrjat = gbevcbjaJ for some a’ > a. (9) 
This shows that (gb, 77) represents a morphism g in pro-HCWspec, and (1) implies 
f =ge. 
It remains to show the uniqueness of g. Suppose that h : E + F is a morphism 
in pro-HCW,,,, such that ge = he, and let (gb, 77) and (hb, 5) represent g and h, 
respectively. Now, fix b E B. Then ge = he implies 
gbe,(b~E(PMb))~ ) = hbec(bjE( prp(t(b))A) for some A aq~(b), t(b). (10) 
Choose a > T(b), t(b) in A, and then take A’ 2 A, q(u) in A such that 
e vcb)aeaE( p&)X) = e,cb,E( p++(b))A’) (11) 
and 
e&b)aeaE( p,(a)X) = eCCbjE( pqp(v(b))A’ )* (12) 
Put gb = g,e,(,,, and hb = hbet(bja. Then by (10, (101, and (121, 
gbeaE( pp(q(b))A’) = gbe,(b) EC &,(b))h) E( hdhbe((bjE( &(b))h) E( PA*‘) 
= f+,E( P,~,,x). 
This and (GE21 imply gbeoa, = h’,e,,, for SOme U’ > U. Thus g@,,(b),! = hbeccbjat, so 
that g-h. 0. 
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Theorem 2.3. A morphism in pro-I-KM’,,,, e : E(X) +E = (E,, eaof, A), where 
P = (p,): x+x= (X,, P*h’, A> is an HCW-expansion of any space X, is a general- 
ized expansion in HCW,,, if and only if e is an isomorphism in pro-HCW_,. 
Proof. Suppose that e is a generalized expansion in HCJQeC. Then the identity 
induced morphism i : E(X) + E(X) is a generalized morphism in HCWspec, so that 
e is a natural isomorphism. The converse is obvious. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Every HKWS,,,-expan.sion q = (4,): X + Z = <Z,, qPfil, M) of a com- 
pactum X induces a generalized expansion e : E(X) --) RZ = (E(Z,), Rqppl, M) in 
HCW,,,, wherep = (p,): X+X= (X,, pAhI, A) is any HCW-expansion of X. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that each X, is finite. Since 
p : X +X is an HCW-expansion of X, it induces an HKW_+,-expansion j = (J,) : X 
+X=(X*, jThh’, A) (see the proof of Theorem 2.1), so that there is a natural 
isomorphism e : f+ Z in pro-HfCWW. Thus it induces a natural isomorphism 
E(X) + E(Z) in pro-HCW,,,,. Hence by Theorem 2.3 this is a generalized expan- 
sion in HCWspec. 0 
Using generalized expansions, we define the generalized stable shape category 
Sh spec for spaces as follows: First let ObSh,,, be the set of all spaces. For any two 
spaces X and Y, let Z’Cx,yj be the set of all morphisms g : E + F in pro-HCW,,,, 
where e : E(X) + E = (E,, eoaf, A) and f : E(X) + F = (F,, fbbr, B) are general- 
ized morphisms in HCW,,,. Then we define an equivalence relation u on 8+rj 
as follows: for g : E + F and g’ : E’ + F’ in 8’Cx,yj, g N g’ if and only if the 
following diagram commutes in pro-HCWspec: 
ELF 
where i and j are the natural isomorphisms. It is easy to verify that N is an 
equivalence relation on ZCx,yr We define a morphism from X to Y as each 
equivalence class of ZCx,rj. Thus Sh,,,(X, Y> = Z&yt/ N . We write Sh,,(X) < 
Sh,,,(Y) (respectively, ShJX) G Sh,(YN provided X is dominated by Y in 
Sh spec (respectively, in Sh,). Also we write Shspec (X) = Sh_,(Y) (respectively, 
Sh,(X) = Sh,(Y)) provided X is equivalent o Y in Sh,,, (respectively, in Sh,). 
Theorem 2.5. There exists an embedding of categories 0 : Sh, + Shspec. 
Proof. For each compactum X, we define 0 : X +B X. Let G : X --) Y be a mor- 
phism in Sh,,. Let p=(pA):X+X=(XA, pAhI, A) and q=(q,):Y+ Y= 
<Y,, q&l) M) be HCW-expansions of X and Y, respectively, such that X, and Y, 
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are finite polyhedra. By the proof of Theorem 2.1 these induce HCWW-expansions 
F=(&):X+X=(X,, PAA’, A) and 4 = (q,J: Y + Y= <Y,, 4,,,, M). So, G is rep- 
resented by a morphism g : % + y of pro-HCW,. But then g induces a morphism 
Rg : Rl?= 02(X,), R&, A> + RF= (E(Y,), RgPz, M). Since the X, and Y, are 
finite, Rx= E(X) and RF= E(Y). Since the identity induced morphisms E(X) + 
E(X) and E(Y) + E(Y) are generalized expansions in HCW,,, of X and Y, 
respectively, g represents a morphism O(G) in Sh,,,. It is easy to see that the 
function 0 : G - O(G) is well defined. That is, O(G) does not depend on the 
choice of the representative g. It is a routine to check 0 defines a functor. To see 
this is an embedding, we define a functor 0’ : Sh,,, I Cpt + Sh, as follows, where 
Shspec ICpt denotes the full subcategory of Shspec whose objects are all compacta: 
First for each compactum X, define 0’ : X*X. Let G : X + Y be a morphism in 
Sh spec represented by a morphism in pro-HCW,,,,, g : E(X) + E(Y). Since X, and 
Y, are finite, g induces a morphism 3 + P in pro-Hfcw,, so that it represents a 
morphism O’(G) in Sh,. Note that O’(G) does not depend on the choice of such 
g. Thus 0’ : G - O’(G) is well defined, and it is again a routine to check 0’ is a 
functor and that 0 0 0’ and 0’ 0 0 are the identities on Shspec lCpt and Sh,, 
respectively. 0 
Let Sh denote the pointed shape category for spaces in the sense of MardeSiC 
and SegaI 191. 
Theorem 2.6. There exists a functor E : Sh -+ Sh,,, such that the restriction of B on 
Sh ICpt factors through the embedding 0 : Sh,, + Sh,,, in Theorem 2.5. 
Proof. For each space X, we define B : Xc, X. Let G : X + Y be a morphism in 
Sh represented by a morphism in pro-HCW, g : X = (X,, phh,, A) + Y = 
(Y,, 4,Pl, M) where p : X+X and q : Y -+ Y are HCW-expansions of X and Y, 
respectively. Then g induces a morphism in pro-HCW,,,, E(g): E(X) + E(Y) 
where if g is represented by a morphism (g,, (9) of inverse systems then E(g) is 
the unique morphism represented by (E(g,), rp). Thus g represents a morphism 
Z’(G) in Shspec. It is a routine to check that E is a functor, and it is easy to see that 
g is the desired functor. 0 
Theorem 2.7. For any spaces X and Y, Sh ___(X, Y 1 has the structure of an Abelian 
group. 
Proof. Let e : E(X) + E = (E,, E,,, A) and f : E(Y) + F = (F,, fbb,, B) be gen- 
eralized expansions in HCWspec of X and Y, respectively. Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between Sh,,,(X, Y 1 and pro-HCW_.,(E, F) = lim, colim,[ E,, 
FJ. Since the [E,, FJ are Abelian groups and the bonding maps eaot and fbb, 
induce group homomorphisms, pro-HCW,,,(E, F) has an Abelian group struc- 
ture. q 
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Theorem 2.8. For any spaces X and Y, if Sh(SkX) = Sh(SkY) for some k 2 0 then 
Sh,P,,(X> = Sh,&Y). 
Proof. Let p = (p,):X+X= <X,, phh,, A) and q =(q,):Y+ Y= (Y,, qkP,, 44) be 
HCW-expansions. Then there exists an isomorphism fk : SkX+ SkY of pro-HCW 
which represents the isomorphism of Sh, SkX + Sky. Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that A =A4 and that fk is represented by a level morphism 
(fk,A) : SkX = (SkXA, SkpAh,, A) + SkY = (Sk%, SkqhK, A). We define a level mor- 
phism (f,) : E(X) + E(Y) by 
This induces a morphism in pro-HCWspec, f : E(X) + E(Y). Let A E A. Then there 
exist A’ > h and a morphism of HCW gk,* : Y, + X, such that the following diagram 
commutes in HCW: 
We define a morphism of HCWspec, g, : YA, +X, by 
Then we obtain a commutative diagram in HCWspec 
E(X,) = E( &,) 
E(Y,) ‘~(q E(Y,) 
Ai 
so that the morphism f : E(X) + E(Y) is an isomorphism. Hence X and Y are 
equivalent in Shspec. 0 
Let sd denote the shape dimension for pointed spaces (see MardeSiC and Segal 
[9, II, 011). 
Theorem 2.9. Let X and Y be compacta such that sd X = n and sd Y = m are finite. 
Then Sh_(X> = Sh,P,,(Y) implies Sh(SkX) = Sh(SkY) for some k 2 0. 
Proof. Let P = (pA): X+X= (X,, pAAl, A> and q = (4,): Y+ Y= (Y,, qPcL), M) be 
HCW-expansions such that the X,, and YP are finite polyhedra of dimension at 
most n and m, respectively. Suppose that f : E(X) + E(Y) is an isomorphism in 
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pro-HCW which represents the isomorphism in Shspec. Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that A = M and that f is represented by a level morphism 
(f,): E(X) + E(Y). Let A E A. Then there exists h’ 2 h and a morphism g, : E(Y,) 
+ E(X,) such that the following diagram commutes in HCIWpec: 
E(X,) - E(pA’) E( XA,) 
E(Y,) ‘~(q E(Y,) 
Ah’ 
Since all X, and Y, are finite, there exist k > 0 and maps fh,k : S“X, * Sky,, 
fAt’,k : SkXA, --, Sky,, and gh,k : Sky, + SkX, representing fh, fAT and g,, respec- 
tively, such that the following diagram commutes in HCW: 
By the Freudenthal suspension theorem, we can assume that k is independent of 
the choice of A. Thus the morphism fk : SkX --t SkY represented by the level 
morphism ( fA k) is an isomorphism of pro-HCW, so that Sh(SkX) = Sh(SkY) as 
Skp : SkX + Si’X and Sk4 : SkY + SkY are HCW-expansions. 0 
Example 2.10. Let X be the l-dimensional acyclic continuum (“figure-eight”-like 
continuum) described by Case and Chamberlin [3]. MardeSiC and Segal[81 showed 
that X is nonmovable, so that S/r(X) # S/r(*). However, its suspension SX is of 
trivial shape, i.e., Sh(SX) = Sh( * ) (see MardeSiC [71). Hence by Theorem 2.8 we 
conclude that S&,,,(X) = S&J *>. 
3. Whitehead theorem for CW-spectra 
The nth humotopy group rJE) of CW-spectrum E is defined as the group 
[Z”S’, El = dirlimkrrn+k (E,). Here for all n E h, 2” denote the suspension func- 
tors on HCW,,,, and So denotes the suspension spectrum E(S’). Now we recall 
the well-known Whitehead-type theorem for CW-spectra. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f : E + F be a map of CW-spectra such that 7rJ f > : r&E) --) r*(F) 
is an isomorphism for all q E Z. Then f is a homotopy equivalence of CW-spectra. 
Proof. See Adams [2, Corollary 3.5, p. 1501 or Switzer [14, Theorem 8.25, p. 1441. 
q 
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Note that every CW-spectrum E consists of cells e = {e,d, Se,d, S*e,d, . . .} where 
e,d is a d-cell in the CW complex E, and is not a suspension of any cell in E,_ 1. 
Then we define the dimension of e (denoted dim e> as d - n, it E H, and the 
dimension of the CW-spectrum E (denoted dim E) is defined as sup{dim e : e is a 
cell of E}. Similarly, if (E, F) is a pair of CW-spectra, then the dimension of 
(E, F) (denoted dim(E, F)) * d f’ IS e me d as sup{dim e : e is a cell of (E, F)}. For the 
base point spectrum * , we define dim * = - 00. If E is a CW-spectrum, we write 
EC’) for the ith skeleton of E. 
In this section we prove a variation of Theorem 3.1 below (see Theorem 3.2). A 
map of CW-spectra f : E --* F is an n-equivalence provided r&f) : T&E) --) T&F) 
is an isomorphism for q Q n - 1 and an epimorphism of q = n. A pair of CW-spec- 
tra (E, F) is said to be n-connected provided T&E, F) = 0 for q Q n. 
Theorem 3.2. Let n E Z U COO}, let f : E + F be a map of CW-spectra, which is an 
n+zquivalence, and suppose dim E Q n - 1 and dim F Q n. Then f is a homotopy 
equivalence of C W-spectra. 
The proof follows that for Theorem 3.1. in Adams [2, 111.31. 
The nth homotopy group TJE, F) of a pair of (W-spectra (E, F) is defined as 
the group [Z”-‘(D’, So), (E, F)] where the pair of (XV-spectra CD’, So> is 
defined by 
(D’9 so>, = &+1, Srz), 
i 
n <O, 
12 20. 
Then r,(E, F) = dirlim,[(D”+k, Pk-i), (&, 1;,>1= dirlimk~n+#L Fk)- 
Lemma 3.3. For any pair of CW-spectra (E, F) there i2 a natural exact sequence 
* - * --) rn( F) + TJ E) + T,( E, F) + T,,_~( F) + * * * . 
Lemma 3.3 immediately implies the following. 
Lemma 3.4. A pair of CW-spectra (E, F) is n-connected if and only if the inclusion 
induced map of CW-spectra i : E + F is an n-equivalence. 
Lemma 3.5. Let (E, F) be a pair of CW-spectra with dim(E, F) Q n, and let (G, H) 
be an n-connected pair of CW-spectra. Suppose that there are a map of CW-spectra 
f:E+Gandahomotopyh:FAI ‘-+Gfromf (Ftoamapg:F-,HcG.Thenh 
extena3 to a homotopy k : E A I++ G such that k, = f and k, is a map of E into H. 
Proof. Let f : E --) G and h : F A I+-+ G be represented by functions f’ : E’ + G 
and h’ : F’ A I+-, G where F’ and E’ are cofinal subspectra of F and E, 
respectively, such that F’ is a CW-subspectrum of E’. 
First of all, let 9 be the set of all the pairs (U, k’) such that U is a 
CW-spectrum with F’ G U c E’ and k’ : U A I++ G is a function with kb = f’ I U 
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and k’@) EH. Define an order < on ??? by <ZI,, k;) < CU,, k;) if and only if 
U, c LJ, and k; I U, = k;. Then (F’, h’) E %?, so that ‘8’# @. Suppose that {(U,, k:)} 
is a chain in g. Then ( U U,, k’) where k’ : ( U UJ A I+ + G is defined by k’ I Urn A 
I+= k&, belongs to 5F and is an upper bound of the chain. Thus, Zorn’s lemma 
implies the existence of a maximal element (U, k’) E ‘6’. We claim that U is cofinal 
in E’. Suppose to the contrary this is not the case. Then there is a subspectrum I/ 
such that U L I/L E’ where I/ consists of U and ,just one more cell-spectrum, say 
U 
V-= q’ 
i 
4 <Pt 
U 4 U SqPPem p’ 4>P, 
where e: is an m-cell in EL. Then the restricted maps 
~~Ie~~{O)f:e,“n{O}++Gp, 
1 
kblae,“r\Z+:(ae,“‘AZ+,ae::r\{l}‘)~(G,,H,) 
define an element of r,,JGp, HP) hence an element of rT,_,(G, H) = 
dirlim,rr~_,+,(G,, ZZ,). But since m -p = dim ei: 6 dim(E, F) <n2, by the n-con- 
nectedness of (G, H), we have rrm_,(G, H) = 0. Thus there exists r 2 0 such that 
the maps 
fi+r 
1 
I Se: A {0) + : Se: A O++ Gpir, 
k;+,la(Se,“) AZ+ :(a(Se;) AZ+, a(Ye,“) A 1’) --+ (Gp+r, ZIZ,+~) 
represent the trivial element in r,+,(G,+,, HP+,). So this extends to a map 
Zb+r : (Ye; A I+, Se: A 11)‘) + (Gp+,, HP+,). Now we define a map k:,, : V,,, 
AZ++ G,,, by 
i 
k;+,IUp+rAZI+=k;fr, 
klJ,+.IS’e,“r\Z+=lb,,. 
Then (kz,,), = fi+r I VP+, and (kk+,),(Vp+,> cH,+,. Define a CW-spectrum V” 
by 
i 
% q<P+r, V,” = 
V q, 42P+r, 
and a function k” : V’” A I+ + G by 
k; = 
i 
k;, q<P+r, 
Sq-P--rkfr q, q>p+r. 
Then (V”, k”) E %T and (U, k’) < (V”, k”), contradicting the maximality of (U, k’). 
Thus U must be a cofinal subspectrum of E’. So, the function k’ : U A If+ G 
defines a map of CW-spectra k : E A I’ + G which extends h : F A I+ + G. q 
Let f : G + H be a function of CW-spectra. Then we define a CW-spectrum Mr 
called the mapping cylinder of the function f by (Mf), = Mf,( = the usual mapping 
cylinder of f,). 
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Lemma 3.6. Let f : G + H be a function of CW-spectra, and let i : G + Mr and 
j : H + Mf be the functions such that i, : G,, + Mr, and j,, : H,, + Mf. are the natural 
embeddings of CW complexes. Moreover, let r : Mf + H be the function such that 
r,,:Mf n + H, are the usual retractions. Then we have n’ = f, jf = i, q’ = l,, and 
jr = lMf. 
G 
i 
f 1\ i 
HtT_M f 
Lemma 3.7. Let f : G + H be a function of CW-spectra. Then there is an exact 
sequence 
Theorem 3.8. Let f : G + H be a function of CW-spectra, which is an n-equivalence. 
Then for every CW-spectrum E the induced function f * : [E, G] + [E, H] is a 
bijection if dim E Q n - 1, and a surjection if dim E Q n. 
Proof. In view of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, we can assume that f : G + H is an 
inclusion function and (H, G) is an n-connected pair. First, let dim E < n. Take 
any map g : E + H of spectra. Consider g as a map of pairs of CW-spectra g : (E, 
*) + (H, G) where * is the base point spectrum. Then since dim(E, *> Q n and 
(H, G) is n-connected, by Lemma 3.4, there exists a map of CW-spectra g’ : E + 
G G H such that g’ = g as maps of (X-spectra E + H. This shows the sujectivity. 
On the other hand, let dim E Q n - 1. Then dim E A I+< n. Suppose that g,, 
g, : E + G are two maps of CW-spectra such that fg, = fg2 as maps into H. We 
define a map of pairs of CW-spectra 
h:(Er\Z+, Er\(O)+u * /\Z+uEA{l}+)+(H,G) 
as the homotopy from fg, to fg,. Then since dim E A I+ Q n and (H, G) is 
n-connected, by Lemma 3.5, there exists a map of CW-spectra h’ : E A I++ G such 
that 
h’lE~{O}+u * AZ+UEA{l}+=h~EA{O}+U * AZ+uEA(l}+. 
This shows that g, = g, as maps of E into G, so f * is a monomorphism. 0 
Now Theorem 3.2 easily follows from Theorem 3.8. 
4. Whitehead theorem for pro-CW-spectra 
A morphism f : E = (E,, eed, A) + F = (Fb, fbb,, B) in pro-HCW,,, is an 
n-equivalence provided the induced morphism in pro-groups rq(f) : T&E) = 
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(T&EJ, rq(eeet), A) + r&F) = (r&F,), r$fbb,), B) is an isomorphism for 4 Q n 
- 1 and an epimorphism for 4 = n. 
Now we state a Whitehead-type theorem for pro-CW-spectra. 
Theorem 4.1. Let k, n E Z with k G n, let f : E = (E,, eeel, A) + F = (Fb,, fbbr, B) 
be a morphism of pro-HCW,,,, such that dim E, Q n - 1 and dim Fb < n for all 
a E A and b E B, and suppose that for each b E B, dim e > k for all cells e # * of 
F,,. If f is an n-equivalence, then f is an isomorphism of pro-HCW,,,,. 
Before proving the theorem we need to establish a series of lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Let f : E + F be a map of CW-spectra, which is an n-equivalence, and 
let R be a CW-spectrum. Then 
(i) if dim R Q n, then every map of CW-spectra h : R + F admits a map of 
CW-spectra k : R + E such that h =fi; and 
(ii) if dim R Q n - 1 and k,, k,: R + E are maps of CW-spectra such that 
jk, =fk2, then k, 2: k,. 
Proof. There exists a cofinal subspectrum E’ of E and a function f’ : E’ + F 
which represents f. Then f’ is an n-equivalence. Then the assertions for f’ hold 
because of Theorem 3.8. Hence the assertions hold for f. •I 
Lemma 4.3. Let (E, F) = ((E,, FJ, eaaP, A) be an inverse system in pairs of 
CW-spectra. Then there is an exact sequence of pro-groups 
... +TJF) -+TJE) -QT,(E, F) +T~_,(F) -+ ... . 
Proof. Lemma 3.3 implies the following commutative diagram with the row being 
exact for all a Q a’ in A: 
. . . 
- q,(FJ - r,,TT,( E ) - q&?Z,,FJ -T~-~(F&--- *** 
1 T I 1 
. . . - q,TT,( Fur) - TJE,J - z-JEat,F,t) -T~_,(F&-----+ *a* 
which implies the exactness of the above sequence (see MardeSiC and Segal [9, 
Theorem 10, p. 1191). 0 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that there is a diagram in CWSpec which is commutative up to 
homotopy 
E-G 
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Then there exist cofinal subspectra E’, G’, H’ of E, G, H, respectively, and functions 
f’:E’+F, p’:G’-+E’, q’:H’+F, g’:G’-+H’ and r’:Mg,+M f’ such that the 
following diagram commutes in CIV_c: 
PI 
E’ - G’ (13) 
2 
I I 
k’ 
M f ,L Mg, 
I 
.!I 1 
1’ 
q1 
F-H’ 
where i’, j’, k’ and 1’ are the inclusion induced functions of CW-spectra. 
Proof. There exist cofinal subspectra E’, G’, H’ of E, G, H, respectively, and 
functions f’ : E’ -+ F, p’ : G’ + E’, q’ : H’ + F such that for each n E Z the follow- 
ing diagram is commutative up to pointed homotopy: 
We choose a pointed map r: : Mg:, + Mf:, such that the following diagram com- 
mutes in Top for each n E Z as in MardeSiC and Segal [9, Lemma 3, p. 1451: 
Then the following diagram also commutes for each n E Z: 
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Then r’ = {r;} : Mgt + hff is a function of CW-spectra which makes the diagram 
(13) commutative. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let k E Z and n > 1, and for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, let ei : (Ei, FJ + ( Ei + 1, 
I;;+ 1) be maps of pairs of CW-spectra such that if n & 2, the induced homomorphisms 
(ei)# : ri+k(Ei, E;;:) + ~i+k(Ei+l, Fi+l) are trivial for i = 1, 2,. . . , n - 1. Further- 
more suppose that for every i = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1, Ei contains no celk; e # * of 
dimension less than k. Then the composite of maps of C W-spectra e, _ I * + * eleO : (E,, 
F,,) + (E,, F,) factors through un (n + k - l)-connected pair of CW-spectra. 
Proof. (Special case.) First, we assume that Ei, i = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1, contain no cells 
of negative dimension. For i = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1, we put 
i 
ZTZ~=(F,AZ+)U(E~‘A{~}+)~E~AZ+, 
~=(F,A~+)u(E~)A~+)u(E,A{~}+)~E,A~+. 
We wish to define maps of pairs of CW-spectra gi : (Gi, Hi> + (Ei+l, E;;+1) such 
that g, I E, A {O}+= e, and gi I G,_r = eigi_r (see the diagram below). 
(E,r\{Oj+, F,,AIO)+)~(G,, H,)~(G,, H,)i ... -%G,+, H,_,) 
1 
= go e, e”-l 
(E,, F,,)i 
1 I 
(E,, F,) z (E,, F2) 
e2 
I 
- . . . 
x(E,, F,) 
(14) 
Initial step: Consider the case i = 0. Put g, I E, A {O)+= e, and go I F, A I+= e,q 
where q:F,AZ++F, is the map of CW-spectra represented by the natural 
projections q, : (F, A I’>,, = <Fo>,, A Z ++ (F,),, n E Z. Then we wish to extend the 
map 
go(EoA{O}fUFoAZ+:(Eo~{O}+UFoAZ+,Fo~Zf)+(~,, F,) 
over (Go, Ho). Note that there exist cofinal subspectra Eh and FA of E, and F,, 
respectively, such that Fh c Eh and go I E, A (0) +U F, A Z+ is represented by a 
function 
g~:(E~,AIO}+UF;,AZ+,F;AZ+)+(El, F,). 
Let ez = (e$, Se:, . . . } be a O-cell in Eb, where ez; is a q,-cell in the CW complex 
(Eo)40. Then we define a map 
cp n,qa:e::A{OY l}++(E& 
by the formulas 
(P=,~~ I ez; A { 1) + = *9,( = the base point of ( EI)s,), 
(P~,J~EA IO}+= (gb),=le$ 
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We put (P~,~,+~ = S~Y,,~~. Then since Se:: A IO, II+= S(eiz A (0, l)+), (P~,~,+I is 
considered as a map 
v a,*,+1 : se:; * 1% II++ SC&>,, c (J%),_+I. 
Since S(,F,),~ is path-connected and Se:: A IO, 1)‘~ se:: A If is a cofibration, 
~~,~,+r extends to a map 
6x,,,+ 1 : se;; A I ++ WI>,, c ~Jv,a+l~ 
We put 
Sm-q--l- 
&n = 
i 
cp a&,+1 maq,+ 1, 
*, m <q,+ 1. 
Then since S”-q-e;; A I+= S”-q-(e~~ A I+), @,,, is considered as a map 
+,,, : S”-q~e~; A I+-+ Smeqa( E,)qa E (E,),. 
We obtain CW-spectra Ez and F,” with Fi c EI; by replacing each j-cell (j > 0) 
cj= e 
I 
qu +i a 4, 
se4* +j ’ 4, ‘.. * 1 
in Eb by a j-cell 
$ = (I I 
Se qa+j szeqa++j 
9, ’ q, I ,*** * 
Then we define a function g: :(G’i, I-I,“) + (El, Fl) by 
i 
g;;~E;A{O}+uF,“AI+=g~)E,“A(O}+UF~AI+, 
g;;Ia:Az+=($,,,: q E Z) for each O-cell St of E,“, 
where 
i 
G’;=E;;A{O}+UF,“AI+UE~(~)AZ+, 
H~=F;;AI+~E;;‘~‘/I{~}+. 
Since G’; and Hi are cofinal in Go and Ho, gi defines a map go : (Go, Ho) + (El, 
F,) such that go I E, A IO)+= e,. 
hductive step: Suppose IZ > 2 and suppose that a map gi_ 1 : (Gi_ 1, Hi_ 1) + (Ei, 
4.) has been defined as required. We wish to define a map gi : (Gi, Hi) + (Ei+l, 
Fi+ 1) such that g, I Gi_ 1 = e,g,_ 1. Let e, and gi_ 1 be represented by functions 
ei : (Ej, F3 + (Ei+l, E;,+~) and g,‘_l :(Gf_,, I&‘__,) -+ (E;, 4:) where E,! and Fi are 
cofinal subspectra of Ei and 1”; with F; E E[, and 
Hi_, = (F;,r\Z+) U (+-‘)A {l}+), 
G;_,=(F;,AI+)u(Eb”-“~I+)u(E;,r\(0}+) 
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with Eb and I;;, are cofinal subspectra of E, and F, with Z$ c Eb. We first put 
g:IG:_,=e:g:_,:(G:_,, ZZ;_r)+(Ei+r, F,,,). Let eh={ez;+i, Se::+‘,...) be an 
i-cell of Eb where ez;+i is a (q, + i)-cell in (E&,. Then the map 
( gi_,)4, 1 tle$+’ A Z+U ez;+’ A {0} + : 
( 
ae,4;+’ A Z+U e:;+’ A (0} +, ae;f’ A W+) + ((E&ap (%,) 
defines an element of ~~~+i((E1)40’ (F&,) hence an element of 
~i(Ei, 4) =dirljm ri+m((Ej)i+m, (‘i)i+m). 
Note that 
( ( S ae$ 
+i A Z+Uez;+’ A (0} +), S(aez;+i) A {I} +) 
= (a(Se;;+i) AZfU(Sez;ci) A (O}+, a(Se;;‘i) A (l}+) 
= (D q,+i+l ) Pa+‘). 
Thus the pair of CW-spectra (B, B’) defined by 
(B> B’>k 
I 
(( 
a Sk-qaeq,+i 
4, ) Az+U(Sk-q^e;;+‘) A {O}‘, a(Sk-qae;;+i) A {l}+), 
= 
k>s, 
*, k<q 
is isomorphic to the pair of CW-spectra (2?D1, 2?S”). Hence, since (e,>, : riCEi> 
I;;) + “iCEi+ (3 Fi+l) is trivial, there exists m, z q, such that the map 
* n,m, = (e:)m,(R:_l)m,Ia(Sm~-q~e~~ti) Az+U(Smm-qmei;+i) A {O}+ :
(( 
a Sm,-q,eq,+i) A Z+U ( Sm~-q~e~~+i) A (0) +, a( Sma-qa@;+‘) A {I} + ) 
+ ((Ei+r):, (&+r)m = ) 
defines the trivial element of ~i+,d(Ei+l)i+m,, <Fiji+, 1. Thus it extends to a map 
$~,m,:((Sm~-q~e~;+i) AZ+, (Sm~-q~e~;+i) A (1)‘) + ((Ei+r)mu, (Fi+r)ma)* 
We put 
4 - Sq-m4,m , 4 am,, _ 
i 
. a 
a+2 *, 4<m,. 
We define a cofinal pair of CW-spectra (Ej’, Fin) of (EI, &‘I in the following way: 
First we put (Ey)(i-l) = (E;)(i-‘), and then we obtain (E:‘)“’ by replacing each 
i-cell 
ef = (eqa ‘l~+~, Se:;+‘, . . . I 
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of Ej by the i-cell 
(&)“” = [S%-%cq,+i, Sm,-q,+‘e;z+‘, . . *)* 
4, 
Accordingly, using induction on dimension, we define (E:)(j) for j 2 i by replacing 
each j-cell 
,i = 
P 1 
esa+.i Seqa+i 
Qg ’ 40 ‘*** > 
by a j-cell 
(e;)- = ( yvueg+j, jp8-q8+leg+j,. . . 
> 
for some appropriate mp > ‘IS. Also a subspectrum F: of I$’ is similarly defined, 
and (Ey, F”) is a cofinal pair of CW-spectra of (El, F:). Then we can define a 
function g: :(Gy, Hi”) d (Ei+l, F,+l) by 
&’ I Gy_‘_, = eigf_l I Gy_‘_,, 
gj’ I i’i A I+= ($,,,: q E if) for each i-cell cb of Ej’, 
where 
I 
G~_‘_,=E,“A{~}+~F~AZ+~E;“-“AZ+, 
G;=E;;A{O}+UF,"AZ+UE;;(')AZ+, 
H,"=E;,"AZ+UE;;(')A{~}+. 
Since (Gy, I!&“) is cofinal in (Gi, Hi), gy defines a map gj :(Gi, Hi) -B (Ei+l, &+l) 
such that gi I G,_r = e,g,_,. 
Now, having completed the diagram (14) for it 2 1, we put (G, H) = (G,_,, 
I&_.,). Then, since (G, H) = (E,, F, U E, @-l)) in HCW&,(= the category of the 
pairs of CW-spectra), 
rq(G’, H’) =rrq(Eb, F&ET-“) 
=di?im[(D q+k, ~q+k-r), ((E;)~, (F;U ~$~-l))~)] 
=dir/im[(D q+k, Sq+k-‘), ((E&, (F& u ( E;)l”+L-l))]. 
So rq(G’, H’) = 0 for q <rz - 1. Thus the map e,_, . . * eleO :(E,, F,) -B (En, F,) 
factors through an (n - l)-connected pair of CW-spectra (G’, H’) in HCW&,. 
(General case.) Now we assume that dim e & k for all cells e # * in Ei, i = 0, 
1 , . . . , n - 1. Then zpkEi contains no cells e # * of negative dimension for each 
i=O, 1 , . . . , n - 1. Consider the maps of CW-spectra Z?ei : WkEi, TkFi> --$ 
<~-kEi+l, ~‘-kFi+l). Then (.XC-kei)#: ri(zmkEi, SekFi) -a T,<~-~E~+~, 2-kZ$+1) 
are trivial. Thus by the first part of the proof, (.Zeke,_,) .a * (2-ke,)(~-ke,): 
(zekE,,, SmkF,,> --$ WkE,,, _YS-‘F,,> factors through an (n - l&connected pair of 
(W-spectra (G, H) in HCW$,. So, e,_, * * * eleO : (E,, F,) -B (E,, FJ factors 
through an (n + k - l)-connected pair of CW-spectra (ZkG, 2ZkiY> in HCW&, as 
required. 0 
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An inverse system (E, F) of CW-spectra is said to be n-connected if TJE, 
F) = 0 for all q <n. 
Lemma 4.6. Let k, n E b with k 6 n, and suppose that (E, F) = ((E,, F& ena*, A) 
be an inverse system in HCXVspec, which is n-connected. Suppose that for every a E A, 
E, contains no cells e f * of dimension less than k. Then every a E A admits a’ > a 
such that the map eaol : (E,,!, F,,) --, (E,, FJ f ac ors t through an n-connected pair of 
CW-spectra (G, H). 
Proof. Let a, = a EA. Since (E, F) is n-connected, there exists a, > a0 such that 
(%*qk? : G%,l F,,) - 7rTTk(Ea0, FnO) is trivial. Continuing this process, we obtain 
a,Ga,G **a Gan-k+l such that (eaini+l)# : T~+~(E~~+,, F,,+,) + ri+k(Eo_, F,.) are 
trivial for i = 0, 1,. . . , n - k. Thus since eOo.n_k+l = ea,_ka,_k+l * * . enOal, by Lemma 
4.5, e 
aOa,-k+l :(E%k+,’ Fan-k+l 
) + ( EUo, F,,) factors through an n-connected pair of 
CW-spectra (G, HI. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Let n E Z, and let (f,>: E = (E,, eaaf, A) -+ F = (F,, f,,?, A) be a level 
morphism of inuerse systems in HC3Vspee which represents an n-equivalence f : E -+ F. 
Then every a E A admits an increasing subsequence A’ = (a,) of A with a, = a such 
that the restriction (f,,) to A’ also represents an n-equivalence. 
Proof. This can be proven as in MardeSiC and Segal [9, Lemma 4, p. 1481. 0 
Lemma 4.8. Let n, k E Z wifh k d n, and let (g,): E = (E,, e,,!, A) + F = (F,, 
f,,,,, A) be a level morphism of inverse systems in HCWspec. Suppose that every F, 
contains no cells e # * of dimension less than k. Then (g,> : E -+ F induces an 
n-equivalence f if and only if every a E A admits a’ > a such that enol and faOt factor 
in HCW,, through CW-spectra P and Q, and there is an n-equivalence of CW-spec- 
tra g : P + Q which makes the following diagram commute in HCWspec: 
(15) 
just as in MardeSiC and Segal [9, Theorem 1, p. 1451. 
For necessity, it suffices to assume A = N by virtue of Lemma 4.7. By Lemma 4.4 
there exists a commutative diagram in C3Vspec 
4.2 43 4-1, 
E;-E't-_ . . . +AE' t_ . . . 
2 m 
., 
InI 
fi3 K-l m 
tyL_ . . . c--‘-FF’ - . . . 
m 
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where EL and Fh are cofinal subspectra of E, and F,,,, respectively, eh_,,, : EL 
+ EL-, and f,!,,_,,m : FL + FL-, are functions representing maps representing the 
homotopy classes e,_,,,, fm_l,m, respectively, and r~_l,m, i’,, j:, are the corre- 
sponding functions in Lemma 4.4. Put E’ = (EL, eL_,,,, IV>, Z’ = (Mfh, rA_I,m, N) 
and F’= <FL, f,!,-I,m, N>. These are objects of pro-HCW,,,,. Also, ([i&I), ([j:,]), 
and ([f;]) represent morphisms of pro-HCWspec, i’ : E’ -+ Z’, j’ : Z’ + F’, and 
f’ : E’ + F’, respectively. Then, by Lemma 3.6, i’ =j’f’, and j’ is an isomorphism 
of pro-HCWspec . So, since f’ is an n-equivalence, i’ is also an n-equivalence. By 
Lemma 3.7 and the commutativity in diagram (13), there is an exact sequence of 
pro-groups 
... +m$E’) --m,(Z’) -wrq(Z’, E’) +=T~_~(E’) + ..a. 
[9, Theorem 9, p. 1191 implies r&Z’, E’) = 0 for 4 < IZ. Then, Lemma 4.6 implies 
that for every m, there is m’ > m such that r&,,,, factors through an n-connected 
pair of CW-spectra (G, H) in HCW&, since for each m E Z, IP$~~ contains no 
cells e # * of dimension less than k. Let i: H -+ G be the homotopy class of the 
inclusion induced map of CW-spectra. Then we have the following commutative 
diagram in HCW,,,,: 
Ii&l 
i 
=M# 
r 
P Hq 
F’ - FL, m f mm’ 
Since (G, H) is n-connected, 
we put (P, Q) = (G, H), q’ = s’[.&l, and 4 = [i&l-‘s. 0 
Lemma 4.9. Let n, k E Z with k <n, and (g,>: E = (E,, east, A) + F = (Fe, f,,!, 
A) be a level morphism of inverse systems in HCWspec, which is an n-equivalence 
g : E -P F. Suppose that every F, contains no cells e Z * of dimension less than k. 
Then every a E A admits a’ > a such that the following two statements hold: 
(i) if R is a CW-spectrum of dim R < n, then every morphism h : R + F,, in 
HCWspec admits a morphism k : R + E, such that g, k = f,,! h; 
(ii) if R is a CW-spectrum of dim R <It - 1 and k,, k, : R + E,, are morphisms 
in HCWspec such that g,,k, = ga,kz, then enn,kI = e,,,k2. 
Proof. This immediately follows from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.2. •I 
Now we can easily prove Theorem 4.1, following MardeSiC and SegaI [9, 
Theorem 3, p. 1491. 
i : H + G is an n-equivalence by Lemma 3.4. Thus 
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5. Dimensions in stable shape categories 
In order to state Whitehead theorems in Shspec and Sh,,, we need notions of 
dimension in these categories. 
For k, n E Z with k G n and for every space X, we say the stable shape 
dimension k G sdspec XG n if whenever e : E(X) + E = (E,, eaal, A) is a general- 
ized expansion in HCWspec, then every a EA admits u’ > a such that eaa, factors in 
HCW,,,, through a CW-spectrum F such that (i> dim F G n and (ii> whenever 
e # * is a cell of F, dim e > k. For k, n E Z, we say the stable shape dimension 
k G %pec X G 03 (respectively, - 03 G sd_ X Q n) if whenever e : E(X) + E = (E,, 
e aa,, A) is a generalized expansion in HCWspec, then every a EA admits a’ 2 a such 
that east factors in HCWspec through a CW-spectrum F such that whenever e # * 
is a cell of F, dim e > k (respectively, dim F ( n). 
For k, II E H with k G n and for every compacturn X, we say the SW-shape 
dimension k G sd, X Q n provided whenever r = (r,): X --) 2 = (Z,, ranI, A) is an 
HCW,,-expansion of X, then every a EA admits a’ > a, m E [-n, -k] and a CW 
complex P of dim P G m + n such that for some E 2 -m and H-map 
~~~~~~~~~ : Sm+‘Za, + Sm+‘Za representing ma7 factors in HCW through S’P. For k, 
n E Z and for every compacturn X, we say the SW-shape dimension k < sd,,X G cc 
(respectively, - 03 ( sd,,X Q n) provided whenever r = (I,) : X + 2 = (Z,, r,,,, A) 
is an HCW,,-expansion of X, then every a EA admits a’ & a, m E (-co, -k] 
(respectively, m E [-n, 03)) and a CW complex P (respectively, a CW complex P 
of dim P <m + n) such that for some 1 a -m an H-map (raha,)m+l: Sm+‘Za, - 
Sm+‘Za representing raal factors in HCW through S/P. 
For - 00 < k Q n < 03, it is obvious that k Q sd,_ X < n implies k Q sdspecX G n 
+ 1 and k - 1 G sdspec X<n, and that k<sd spec X G n implies k G sdspec X G ~0 
and - m G sd_ XG n. Analogous facts also hold for sd,,. 
For convenience we assume that for any space (respectively, compactum) X, 
-a<sd specX G w (respectively, - 03 < sdsw X =G 03) is a true statement. 
Proposition 5.1. For any k, n E Z with k G n and for every space X, the following 
are equivalent: 
(i> k Q sdspecX G n; 
(ii> there exists a generafized expansion in HCWspecr e : E(X) + E = (E,, eaa,, A) 
with the property that every a E A admits a’ 2 a such that eaa, factors in HCWspec 
through a CW-spectrum F of dim F G n with dim e > k for all cells e # * of F; 
(iii) there exists a generalized expansion in HCW_.c, e : E(X) + E = (E,, ena,, A) 
such that for each a E A, dim E, G n and dim e t k for all cells e # * of E,. 
Proof. (i) 2 (ii) is trivial. We show the implication (ii> * (iii). For each a EA we 
take a’ > a as in (ii). Let 0 be the set of pairs (a, a’), a E A, and define an order 
<* on fl by (a, a’) G * (b, b’) if (a, a’) = (b, b’) or a’ < b in A. Then it is easy to 
see that (0, G *> forms a directed set. For each (Y = (a, a’) E 0, there exist a 
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CW-spectrum F, and morphisms p, : E,, j Fa and qa : F, -B E, in HCW_, such 
that east = qapa and dim F, G n and dim e > k for all cells e z * of F,. For 
cy = (a, a’) Q * p = (b, b’) in 0, we define f,,., =paealbqb : Fs + F,. Then F = (F,, 
folp, 0) forms an inverse system in HCW,,,,. Let e : E(X) + E = (E,, eaor, A) be 
represented by a morphism (e,, cp) of inverse systems. Then we define a function 
+: 0 --) A by 1,3(a) = cp(a’) for each (Y = (a, a’) l 0 and a morphism f, = 
paea : E(X,& -BE, for each (Y = (a, a’). Then (f,, J/j forms a morphism of 
inverse systems in HC3Vspec and hence represents a morphism in pro-HCW,,,, 
f : E(X) + F. It is a routine to check that f satisfies the conditions (GEl) and 
(GE2) in Theorem 2.2. Hence f is a desired generalized expansion. 
It remains to show the implication (iii) * (i). Let e : E(X) + E = (E,, cad, A) 
be a generalized expansion in HCWspec as in the condition (iii), and let f : E(X) + 
F = (Fb, fbb’, B) be any generalized expansion in HCW,,,. Fix b E B. There is a 
natural isomorphism g : F + E and let h : E + F be its inverse morphism. Also let 
g and h be represented by (g,, cp) and (h,, $), respectively. Then there is b’ > b, 
cp($(b)) such that fbb, = hbg$r(bjpvp($,(bjjbt. Thus fbbf : Fbl -, Fb factors through E, as 
desired. 0 
Proposition 5.2. For eoery k, n E Z with k Q n and for euery compuctum X, the 
following are equiuulent : 
(9 k G sd,X <n; 
(ii) there exists an HCW,,-apunsion r = (r,): Xd 2 = (Z,, raal, A) with the 
property that every a EA admits u’au, m E [-n, -k] and a CW complex p of 
dim P < m + n such that for some I> -m, the H-map (ran,),,,+, : Sm”Za, + S” +‘Z, 
representing raal factors in HCW through S’P. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) is trivial, and (ii) * (i) is proven just as the implication (iii) =. (i) of 
Proposition 5.1. 0 
Theorem 5.3. For euery compuctum X and for each k, n E Z u (m} with k d n, 
k Q sd ,,,,X<nifundonlyifk<sd,X<n. 
Proof. First, we assume k, n E Z with k Q n. Suppose that k G sd,X < n, and let 
p = (pa): x+x= (X,, Pan*, A) be an HCW-expansion of X such that the X, are 
finite CW complexes. Fix a E A. Choose a’ > a, m E [-n, -k] and a CW complex 
P of dim P Q n + m such that (rao,jm+, = h,+,g,+, for some 12 -m and H-maps 
g m+l : Sm+‘Xa, --$ S’P and h,+, : S’P + Sm+‘Xa are H-maps. Since X,, is finite, we 
can choose P so that P is a finite CW complex. Let F be the CW-spectrum 
defined by 
i>m+l, 
i<mil. 
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Then dim F =G n and dim e 2 k for all cells e # * of F, and the map 
E(p,,) : E(X,,) + E(X,) factors in HCWspec through the CW-spectrum F. Hence 
k d sd,recX< n. 
Conversely, suppose that k Q sdspec x< n. Let p = (p,): X+X=(X,, paa,, A) 
be as above, and fix a EA. Then there exists a’ > a such that E(p,,) = kg where 
g : E(XaT) + F and h : F + E(XJ are morphisms in HCW,,,,, and F is a CW-spec- 
trum of dim F Q II and dim e 3 k for all cells e # * of F. Again, since X,, is a 
finite CW complex, we can assume F to be a finite CW-spectrum. Let m = 
- inf{dim e : e is a cell of Fj and let P be the CW complex F,. Then m Q -k. 
Since F, and X,, are finite CW complexes, there exists 12 -m such that 
Sm+‘pllaP = h,+/g,+, where g,+, : Sm+lXat -+ S’F,,, and h,,,+!: S’F,,, + Smi’Xa are 
H-maps representing g and h, respectively. Also dim F,,, G n + m since dim F G n. 
Hence k G sd specX < n. The cases where k = - UI or n = CQ can be proven similarly. 
cl 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that X and Y are two spaces (compacta) with Sh,,,(X) = 
ShspecY (Sh,(X) = Sh,(YN. Then for k, n E Z U (4 with k Q n, k < sd,,,Xg n 
(k G sd,X < n) if and only if k < sdspecY < n (k Q sd,Y < n). 
Proof. Let X and Y be spaces, and Sh,,,(X) G Sh,,,(Y). We wish to show 
k d sd specY < n implies k G sdspec X < n. We assume k, n E Z, and the case where 
k = -CO or n = m is proven similarly. Suppose k Q sdspecY Q n. Suppose that 
G : X + Y and G’ : Y +X be morphisms in Sh,,, such that G’G = 1, and let G 
and G’ be represented by morphisms in pro-HCW,,,, g : E = (E,, eeep, A) --, F = 
(Fb, fbbl, B) and g’ : F + E where e : E(X) + E is any generalized expansion in 
HCW,,, and f : E(X) -+ F is a generalized expansion in HCW,,, such that for 
eachbEB,dim F,dnanddime>kforallcellse# * ofF,.FixaEA.Alsolet 
g and g’ be represented by (gb, cp) and (gh, 1,191, respectively. Then choose a’ > a, 
(p(r,Na)). Then east = gbg+,(,je,(+(ajjo,, so that east : E,, + E, factors through a 
CW-spectrum F+(,) of dimension at most n and dim e > k for all cells e # * of 
F *(a)* Thus k G S4pec X G n. This implies that sdspec is invariant in Sh,,,. That 
sd, is invariant in Sh, follows from the first part of the proof, Theorem 5.3, and 
Theorem 2.5. 0 
Theorem 5.5. For every space X of sd X < m, 0 Q sdspec X 6 sd X. 
Proof. Suppose that sd X Q n. Then X admits an HCW-expansion p = (pJ: X + 
x = <X,3 PAA’, A) such that dim X, Q n, which induces a generalized HCW,,,-ex- 
pansion of X, e: E(X) -+ E(X). 0 
Example 5.6. Let X be the l-dimensional acyclic continuum of Case and Cham- 
berlin [31. Then sd X = 1, but 0 Q sdspecX < 0 as Sh,,,,(X) = Shspec( * ). 
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Example 5.7. The referee has pointed out that there exists a compacturn X such 
that 
sd X=o3 and -m < sdSpec Xgn forsomenEZ. 
The reader should see [ll, p. 461 where a movable continuum X with infinite sd 
such that the suspension of X has trivial shape is given. More specifically, 
X= IlyCL,Pj where Pi is the complement of an open ball in the PoincarC manifold. 
6. Whitehead theorems in stable shape 
Now we wish to Tech-extend the definition of rn on HCW~,,, over Shspec. For 
each space X, the nth stable pro-homotopy group pro-T:(X) is defined as the 
inverse system ~,JE(XI) = (~JE,), r,Je,,,), A), where e : E(X) + E = (E,, eaa,, 
A) is a generalized HCW&,- expansion of E(X). This is well defined up to an 
isomorphism in pro-groups. Then the nth stable shape group $(X1 is defined as 
the limit group lim pro-TJE). 
For each morphism G : X + Y in Shspec, we define the morphism in pro-groups 
pro-qf(G): pro-r,f(X) -+pro-qfs(Y) as pro-TJg): ~,&!3) -+ r,JF), where e: E(X) 
+E and f : E(Y) + F are HCWspec- expansions of X and Y, respectively, and 
g : E + F is a representative of G. This is well defined up to an isomorphism in 
pro-groups. It is a routine to check pro-r,f is a functor from Shspec to pro-Gp and 
that ;;,” is a functor from Shspec to Gp. 
A morphism G : X + Y in Shspec is said to be an n-equiualence if the induced 
morphism in pro-groups pro-af(G> : pro-r;(X) +pro-r:(Y) is an isomorphism 
for k = 0,. . . , n - 1 and an epimorphism for k = n. 
By Theorem 2.5, pro-r: and S: can also be considered as functors from Sh,, 
to the category of pro-groups pro-Gp and the category of groups Gp, respectively. 
Now we are ready to state the Whitehead theorems in Shspec and Sh,,. 
Theorem 6.1. Let G : X + Y be a morphism in Shspec, which is an n-equivalence. 
Suppose that - UJ < sdSpecX < n - 1 and k < sdSpeCY <n (k, n E Z). Then G is an 
isomolphism in Shspec . 
Proof. There is a morphism g : E -+ F in pro-HCW,,,, which represents G, where 
e: E(X) + E = (E,, eaaf, A) is a generalized expansion of X in HCW,,,, such that 
dim E, <n - 1 for all a EA, and f : E(Y) -+ F = (Fb, fb,,,, B) is a generalized 
expansion of Y in HCWspec such that for each b E B, dim Fb <n and dim e 2 k 
for all cells e # * of Fb. Then the theorem follows from Theorem 4.1. 0 
Theorem 6.2. Let G : X + Y be a morphism in Sh,, which is an n-equivalence. 
Suppose that ---cc) < sd,Xg n - 1 and k < sd,Y < n (k, n E Z). Then G is an 
isomorphism in Sh,. 
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Proof. The theorem follows from Theorems 6.1, 5.3, and 2.5. 0 
Example 6.3. The finite-dimensionality of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 cannot be omitted. 
Recall the example in MardeSiC and Segal [9, Example 1, p. 1531. Specifically, 
Adams [l, Theorem 1.71 constructed a finite polyhedron Y, r E N, and a map 
a : S’Y + Y such that for each m E N, the composition 
a(S?z)(S%) **. (S(~-%):Sm’Y+Y 
is essential. Then consider the inverse sequence of finite CW complexes 
Y- S’Y+EL SZ’y- . . . . 
Let A be its inverse limit. Then A is a metric compacturn. It is easy to see that 
- m Q sdspec A G II (equivalently, -CO G sd,A < n) is false for all n E Z. We claim 
that S/z,,,,(A) # S/Z,~,,(*) but pro-r:(A) = 0 for all k E Z. Indeed, for each 
m E N, whenever k E N, the morphism in HCWSpec represented by the map 
p71+k-l)ra 
smry<_ S’m+k’ry 
is not trivial. For, for any 1 E N, the map 
S mr+l 
S(m+k~l)r+ln 
y< s(m+W+ly 
is essential since for N E N with (m + k)r + 1~ (m + N)r the composition 
u(Sru)(S2ru). . . (,(m+Wru) :s(m+Wy-+ y 
is essential. This shows the first assertion. Also, pro-r:(A) = (T$(S~~Y ), T$,F’u), 
N) but for each k E Z, n-$Sm’Y) = dirlimirrk+i(Sm’+iY) = 0 for m with mr > k, 
so that prwrr~(A> = 0 for all k E Z. 
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